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NEW QUESTION: 1
The behavior of which packet type can be controlled by
selecting unicast mode or flood mode in a bridge domain?
A. LLDP
B. unknown unicast
C. CDP
D. ARP
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A developer wants to delete a batch of subscribers from

Marketing Cloud. The developer performs a Contact Delete on a
batch of records in a data extension in Contact Builder. Which
scenario would cause subscriber records to remain in the data
extension?
A. Contact Delete process does not delete rows from data
extensions
B. Sendable data extension with SubscriberKey and EmailAddress
fields
C. Sendable data extension with SubsciberKey field
D. Non-sendable data extension with SubscriberKey field
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which method is used to launder money via wire remittances sent
through a bureau de change or money services business?
A. A customer in country A makes frequent wire transfers to a
single customer in country B that are slightly under the legal
reporting threshold.
B. A customer in country A makes a weekly small wire transfer
to the bank account of an individual in country
C. A customer in country A receives four small wire transfers
from four different individuals located in country B on
December 21. The aggregate of the wire transfers falls below
the legal reporting threshold.
D. A large number of wire transfers are sent from a large
number of senders in country A to a large number of recipients
in country B during the period of December 1 to December 15.
Answer: A
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